The following degree programs are open for spring admissions. Information subject to change.

Accounting (AAS)  Emerging Media (BT)
Applied Chemistry (BS)  Entertainment Technology (BT)
Applied Computational Physics (BS)  Environmental Control Technology (AAS)
Applied Mathematics (BS)  Facilities Management (BT)
Architectural Technology (AAS/ BT)  Hospitality Management (AAS/ BT)
Biomedical Informatics (BS)  Human Services (AAS/ BS)
Business and Technology of Fashion (AS/BS)  Industrial Design Technology (AAS)
Career & Technical Teacher Education (BS-Ed)  Law & Paralegal Studies (AAS/BS)
Chemical Technology (AS)  Liberal Arts (AA)
Civil Engineering Technology (AAS)  Liberal Arts-Sciences (AS)
Communication Design (AAS/ BFA)  Marketing Management & Sales (AAS)
Computer Engineering (BT)  Mechanical Engineering Technology (AAS, BT)
Computer Information Systems (AAS)  Nursing (Undeclared Health – AAS) *
Computer Science (AS)  Professional & Technical Writing (BS)
Computer Systems Technology (BT)  Radiologic Technology & Medical Imaging (AAS) *
Construction Management Technology (AAS, BT)  Restorative Dentistry (AAS)
Dental Hygiene (AAS)*  Technology Teacher Education (BS-Ed)
Electrical Engineering Technology (AAS, BT)  Telecommunications Technology (AAS, BT)
Electromechanical Engineering (AAS)  Vision Care Technology (AAS)

*Health related major, Dental Hygiene, Nursing (Undeclared Health) and Radiologic Technology & Medical Imaging, require students to meet certain academic standards for admission.

**************************************************************************

TO APPLY VISIT:  The Office of Admissions
Namm Hall, Room NG17
New York City College of Technology
300 Jay Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

OFFICE HOURS:  (Nov 5 – Dec 21)  (Dec 26 – Jan 18)

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday  Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
9:30 AM - 6:30 PM  9:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Tuesday  Wednesday
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM  9:30 AM - 6:30 PM
Friday  Friday
Closed  9:30 AM - 3:00 PM

NOTE: The office will be CLOSED on the following dates:

November 22 and 23  December 24, 25, 31
January 1  January 21

DEADLINE FOR SPRING 2019 ADMISSIONS IS JANUARY 18, 2019

See over for details of what to bring for admissions →